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“What do you do up here all day?”

Almost every visitor to the tower poses this question. It usually comes after I answer a
string of other standards: “How tall is the tower?” (120 ft, the tallest in the state.) “You have to
climb this thing every day? How do you do it?” (Four times a day, in fact, if you count the nightly
sunset vigil. How? One foot in front of the other.) “How high are we?” (8,836 ft, to be exact.) “How
long do you spend up here?” (8 hours day, sometimes more.) “So you just look for fires?”
(Sometimes.) “Do you get cell phone service?” (Fuck you.) Don’t you get lonely? (Not for
disruption by nosy strangers.)
But with all that standard fare out of the way, they finally reach the heart of their
bewilderment: “But…what do you do?”
My typical, automatic answer is, “Oh, you know, read, write sometimes, play music, keep a
‘lookout’, sit, that kind of thing.” Just vague and boring enough that they won’t press the
matter. But every time I supply those words, I wonder to myself what my honest answer
would be, if I ever supposed the visitor really wanted to know. But it is now my last day in
the tower, and I think it’s about time to take a crack at it. Before answering the title
question, however, perhaps I should answer the one that the public usually pose next:
“What compelled you to take this job?” (Translation: What were you thinking?)
Well, ever since first reading about firetower lookoutry in the works of Ed Abbey, Jack
Kerouac, and Gary Snyder, I have been intrigued by the position. Their words gave me an
inkling of how unique, beautiful, serene, and lyrical the job could be, if in fact the lookout
had what it takes to play that poet game. I thought I could pull it off, and I wanted to see if
I was right.
I was also aware that the profession is quickly becoming obsolete. I knew that, on average,
one tower is permanently decommissioned per week, that only a few hundred functional
lookouts remain in the country (at the profession’s peak, in the days of the CCC, there had
been 8,000 or so in service). As the years crawl by, I knew it would only get harder to land a
lookout job, until eventually it would be impossible and the idea of the lookout would
merely be a thing of the past.
Furthermore, I would soon be entering a graduate program that would prevent me from
doing anything like this for at least the next five years.1 In many ways, it was now or
probably never.
I’ve also been captivated and thirsty for the Southwest ever since I first got a taste for it
through a geology course in 2008, and I knew that a lookout on the Grand Canyon’s north
rim would be a prime base for some fantastic trips (the kind of trips that, if they are to be
done alone, should be done when one is young).
1

Although I do still harbor a dream of writing my dissertation from one of these things.
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The opportunity also coincided with a major turning point in my life, from three years of
itinerant vagrancy and penniless adventure to my upcoming career as a graduate student. A
season as a fire lookout would provide me time to reflect on that divide, wrap things up, and
take a deep breath before the next stretch. Despite the monasticism of the work, I somehow
thought it would be a good chance to get a lot done.
There are some lyrics by Wordsworth, often quoted among lookouts, which sums up what
many of us get out of this job: “Calm existence that is mine / When I am worthy of myself.” The last
three words have stuck with me ever since I first read them, perhaps because the idea of
“self-worth” has always troubled me. I am not so sure I would want to feel worthy of myself
if I did not need to earn it (at least in part). After all: we are what we do. We are what we
make, how we act: what we say, what we give, what we take, what we build up, what we
break down, where we go, where we stay, what we learn, and what we impart. After all,
without all that, we are mere empty vessels. Still “of worth”, perhaps, but it is a worth made
worthless by its form (or lack of it), waylaid in a useless currency, essentially irrelevant,
sequestered in an inaccessible vault.
But many people – and I don’t judge them -- pursue lookoutry for precisely that
Wordsworthian austerity: as an excuse for getting paid to do pretty much nothing. Philip
Connors wrote, in Fire Season (2011, the latest addition to the lookout literature), “One
indisputable charm of being a lookout is the sanction it offers to be shed of the social imperative of
productivity…”
Instead, I took interest for a subtly different reason: it would pay me to do – that is, to
produce -- exactly what I wanted.2 Now, for someone who tends to rely on productivity (or at
least activity) to maintain a sense of worth, lookoutry may seem like a risky business to jump
into. It would seem all too easy for a “busy-body” to either fray from the lack of action
items or work oneself out of control without the tempering bounds of relationships or
distractions. All too easy to fall off the tower, and each way you fall, it’s gonna hurt. In
going for this lookout job, was I applying myself into a trap?
It may be useful to frame my motivation for the job within those of other lookouts. Philip
Connors, a lookout of 8 seasons in the Gila Wilderness, wrote: “Like all lookouts, I pursue
diversionary measures, little games or physical routines or time-devouring hobbies that give [page] form to the
days and let me escape the holding cell of my own thoughts…Gary Snyder practiced calligraphy and
meditation. Edward Abbey pitched horsehoes with his pa on the rim of the Grand Canyon. Jack Kerouac
studied the Diamond Sutra, wrote an epic letter to his mother…Instead I shoot Frisbee golf.” 3 Now, ever
since my year in Indonesia, I’ve been all too aware of how helpful diversion can be if it is
2 That is, with only a few pre-conditions: daily attendance in the tower, sufficient vigilance, timely performance
of basic duties, etc.
3 Philip Connors also writes: “One way to read this story of the fact that every lookout has something he cannot live without.
For Jack Kerouac it was cigarettes… For some of the rest of us, maybe our weakness is spirits, or pudding, or mystery novels.
Maybe it’s Major League Baseball on the AM radio. Often, nowadays, it’s a cell phone.” For me, I don’t think it was any
one thing. I divided my “diversionary measures” so finely across so many pursuits, I do not think I became
dependent on any single activity or possession. The closest match, though, would surely be my laptop; it was
admittedly a key component of so many of my activities. I would have had to be far more creative, and less
efficient, without it.
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used prudently. I’ve also known that, if abused, diversion can be just as suffocating as
tedium or sadness. But the solitude of my Indonesia year was not voluntary, and it was not
welcome. Educational, yes, but not pleasant. I was eager to take another crack at it, to
gauge how much – or whether -- I had grown since then. I was thirsty for a challenge. For
the chance to face myself.
Also, as I saw it, lookoutry had one major advantage to most opportunities to sit around: it is
paid. Regardless of what I did up there, I figured I could relish knowing that I am still
“making” something (i.e., money). For someone as performance-oriented as me, the
framework of lookoutry seemed exactly what I needed to relax utterly, entirely, and sans
misgivings.
And, not least of all, I needed the money. So I applied. And here I am. And here I have
been, for four months.
Philip Connors again: “Being here alone I may not be my best self, in the social sense of the phrase, but I
am perhaps my truest self: lazy, goofy, happiest when taking a nap or staring at the shapes of mountains.”
The implication: If you are curious who you really are, be a fire lookout for a season.4
So, what do I do up here all day, every day? In other words, who am I, really? Despite the risk
of disclosing my truest self, I will now venture an answer.
I wake up by 6:30, often without an alarm. I put on running clothes, poop, and within 7
minutes of waking up I am jogging up the tower’s drive for my daily 20-minute wake-up run.
By the time I turn onto Forest Service road 22 I am wide awake, letting thoughts settle into
or out of my mind as my legs and breaths settle into their own familiar rhythm. Halfway
through the run, my mind has cleared itself enough to turn its focus upon the aspen leaves
and ponderosa bark, all agleam in the golden dawn light.
Once I get back on the tower’s drive, I do some strides, knee-highs, and butt-kicks to keep
at least a few fast-twitch muscles from atrophying due to my otherwise steady, evenly paced
tower life.
Upon return, I stretch, do twenty push-ups, wash my face with ice-cold water from the hose,
then do inside for my 10-minute torso circuit. Getting these routine exercises out of the way
immediately upon waking up serves three purposes: 1) to satisfy my restlessness, making the
categorically sedentary nature of the day’s tower time more tolerable, 2) jumpstart myself
into alertness and vigor, and 3) make breakfast all the more rewarding.
By now it is 7:10, and I have 50 minutes before I have to be up in the tower. While it may
seem odd that I need that much time to relax before getting up in the tower to relax, I found
that I really benefit from some sitting and reading time under the canopy before I must go sit
high above it. The tower is detached, precarious, alienating, and ultimately apart from the
forest. I drink Instant Decaf Coffee, have either wheat pancakes5 or a Breakfast Bowl
4

Reading my account below, you might find it pathetic that I can actually bring myself to feel “busy” as a fire
lookout. Please keep in mind that “busy” can mean different things to different types of people. For some, it
is synonymous with “stressed.” For others, like me, it means, “just right.”
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Bonanza6 for breakfast, and try to get 25 pages read before 8 (I make sure to read at least 50
pages in a leisure book per day). At some point each morning I make sure to urinate outside, and
walk around naked for a bit – these are just routines that lookouts owe it to themselves and
to their posts to uphold.
At 8, I check the rain gauge, climb the tower, take weather measurements, and call in service
by 8:10. From 8 to 9:00, I write in my daily log, read some more of a book, and settle in to
the tower.
Once in the tower, I force myself to be very strict about sticking to my schedule. I know
enough about time management, health, and education both to pluck away at tedious tasks
in steady, small proportions everyday, and also to limit prudently my indulgence in things I
enjoy, so that the two complement and propagate each other. In the end, satisfying myopic
impulses is less gratifying than satisfying serious, far-sighted goals. The key to such
immoderate discipline is making sure you believe in the thing you are sticking to – that is,
making sure your schedule is awesome and your goals are realistic. This is why several days
at the start of each section of the season is spent on making the schedule very good.
I make sure to schedule in proper proportions of planned-time and free-time, properly
distributed, and properly varied. I feel like it’s a good balance between structure and freeform, leaving enough space to appreciate the kind of quiet this work affords and keeping
busy enough to appreciate it on a sustained level for the summer. Not coincidentally, this is
analogous to the mosaic of management, wilderness, and cultivation one finds in a National
Forest. I manage my time for recreation (for the forest, its trails and roads), enjoying food
(pasture), looking for fires (wildfire management), sleeping well (wilderness areas), enjoying
this place (aesthetics), learning much (education), and making headway in long-term goals
(scenic views).
From 9 to 10, I read a Spanish book, occasionally devoting half the time to brushing up on
Spanish grammar using a loaned textbook. Over the course of the summer, I have read
through a book of Neruda poetry, A.A. Milne’s Winny Puh, Harry Potter y Las Reliquias de la
Muerte (the 7th book), and Harry Potter y El Caliz de Fuego (the 4th). Familiar children’s books
are ideal, because you are able to deduce the meanings of unfamiliar words, allowing you to
expand your vocabulary and understanding of Spanish grammar without the tedium of
constantly relying on reference books).
From 10 to 10:45, I read a chapter in a Calculus-Based Physics textbook, attempt the
corresponding problems, and check my answers. Physics was a requirement for my
admission to Scripps, but they agreed to overlook that for me if I promised to work through
a course over the summer. I made a syllabus for myself at the beginning of the season to
make sure I finished the textbook before September but did as little as possible each day (to
keep it enjoyable and within my means of comprehension). I also created a thorough guide
5

If doing pancakes, I make the mixture right after finishing the run, begin heating the skillet, and do the first
half of the torso routine as the skillet heats up. I then do the remainder of the torso circuit in between pouring
and flipping the pancakes.
6 ½ cup of oats, ¼ cup of granola, ¼ cup of Grape Nuts (or the cheap, no-name-brand equivalent, Great Value
Crunchy Nuggets), a handful of raisins, a swirl of honey, several dashes of cinnamon, and four scoops of plain
yogurt.
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to physics formulas as I went, so that at the end of the season I will have something to assist
me in graduate courses. By August I had completed the textbook; I then used this period to
read through a Calculus textbook, as well as a few chapters in an online textbook of Fluid
Mechanics, which was way over my head.
I would then take a 15-minute break until 11, during which I would usually go down from
the tower to poop, make hot water for maté, or stretch.
From 11 to 11:30, I would study a Physical Oceanography textbook, again as per the request
of my grad school advisor. I read through it twice. The first time, to try and understand it.
The second time, to create a lexicon of terms, a reference sheet of symbols used in the
equations, and a few reference sheets of vector mathematics and calculus theorems. I had
finished these readings by mid-August, after which I devoted this period to understanding as
best I could without a teacher the more foundational equations.
From 11:30 to 12, I do whatever I wanted. This usually meant writing letters, reading,
sipping on mate, or working on my weekly projects (more on that later).
From 12 to 1, I work on archive projects. On Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday, I would be
working on the “Bill Wood Project” for my mom, and on Monday and Wednesday I would
be taking care of smaller archival projects for myself. The Bill Wood Project entailed
scanning, touching up, organizing, and summarizing all 485 of the letters my mom’s father,
Bill Wood, sent to his dad during his first years as a missionary in Colombia (1956-1967).
The final product is going to be a multi-volume book of correspondence and pictures, to be
given to my mom’s siblings for Christmas. I would work on this for 3 hours a week, 12
hours a month, in exchange for the cost of insurance on the car they’ve loaned me for the
next year. In this way, I was using paid time in the tower to take care of other paid work.7
My personal archival projects included organizing old letters, organizing pictures, making
videos of old presentations, revising presentation scripts, revising old writing projects,
organizing all the scientific papers scattered around my hard-drive, and organizing my iTunes
folder (no small task!). One of my major attractions to being a lookout this particular
summer was that I would have a chance to catch-up on and organize my life, and finish off
seemingly endless projects, sot that I did not have to enter grad school still pestered and
weighed down by the same everlasting entries on my To-Do list. This period, two days a
week, was devoted to picking away at those annoying, looming, unfinished works. I slowly
achieving more peace of mind as each little project was checked off. I also re-wrote a 50,000
word book I had written in 2007, revised another 50,000 book written last year, revised my
cookbook and my songbook, organized and expanded years of gardening notes into a 7volume Companion Series of Homestead Economics, and packaged 4 of my best hour-long
presentations into formats I can upload later to YouTube or a personal website.
At 1 pm, I do 20 push-ups and take 30 minutes off for lunch. I usually would alternate
between Magic Salad™ and quick-n-easy burritos every week, depending on whether or not
I had fresh salad stuff.
7

Before the season began, I tried adamantly to find other paid work I could be doing up in the tower, alas to
no avail.
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From 1:30 to 2:30, I would read a book of my choice. At the beginning of the season, I
would tend to fall into a post-meal fatigue in this period, so I would try to take a 20 minute
nap (which is about how long you can go without looking around before you start pushing
your luck). But I would never be able to set my mind at ease enough to actually doze off.
(I’ve never been good at napping anyway). By mid-June, I lost all taste for such nap
attempts and rarely tried them again.
From 2:30 to 3:30, I would work through my daily assignment in an environmental statistics
textbook. Again, I made a syllabus and stuck to it, taking copious notes as I went, so that by
the end I had a pretty thorough Statistics Lexicon I can use as a reference when reading the
methods and analysis sections of scientific papers in grad school. I will be able to add to this
throughout grad coursework, and by the end of my degree I should have a pretty darn
comprehensive lexicon compiled.
From 3:30 to 4:30, I would do whatever I wanted. Afternoon was also the time in which
fires were most likely to appear, so it was a deliberate strategy to keep low expectations for
productivity in this period, so that I would never feel as if my job were a distraction to my
personal projects (a perversion of duty and responsibility I often fall into, if not careful). I
typically played music, wrote, or worked on long-term projects during this time. While
playing music, it was especially easy to have a constant eye on the forest.
At 4:30, I would call out of service and leave the tower. Unless I had a friend visiting, and
less so toward the end of the season when I was wrapping up projects, I would go on a
second run or bike ride. There was a gravel-road hill that was roughly the length and pitch
of Sewanee’s Alto Road climb, up which I would occasionally do repeats with my dinky city
bike.8
Until dinner, early in the season, I would take a book and read under a tree, go on a walk, or
do some time-lapses. The forest was absolutely insect-less until mid-June, making this highly
enjoyable. Toward the end of the season, I would be spending this time wrapping up
various projects (see below).
While making and having dinner, I would either sit outside or listen to a podcast.9
Sunset time. When the season began, the sun was setting at 7:32. At the solstice, the sun set
at 7:56. By the end of my season, it set at 6:45. Except for rainy days or rare circumstances
otherwise, I saw every one, usually from the second-highest platform of the tower’s stairs.
They were all spectacular. And there was nothing like watching them with Katie.
After sunset, I would either read until I was too sleepy to carry on, go on a night walk, or
play music. I would sometimes allow myself to watch a DVD, but only if the audio was in
8

A 2004 Trek 7200 hybrid, with a converted MTB crassbar handlebar, 7-speed Deore rear derailleur, singlespeed front chainring, Bontrager handle-bar tape, and, the coup de grace, a 29” MTB tire on the front, making
the things a “79er”.
9 Notes in Spanish, This American Life, Intelligence Squared (“Oxford-style debating on America’s shores”), BBC
Global News, Science Friday, or the Economist.
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Spanish. During the movie, I would sew, enjoy tea, practice fingering on the guitar, or just
watch. Before bed, ten more push-ups.
Then, I would sleep. For the last four months, I’ve had the most consistent and sound sleep
of my young adult life. I was not sick once, never over-tired (except after the rim-to-rim-torim, see below), and more consistently energetic, content, and physically fit than I have ever
been.
Variations in the Above Routine
Before- & After-Hours:
While I was pretty rigorous about not letting my syllabus slip while in the tower, I
compensated for that structure for being as variable and unpredictable as I could in my
activities before- and after-hours: sleeping in the tower, sleeping outside, tree climbing, time
lapsing, star gazing, having “parties” for certain holidays (namely the summer solstice: 3
beers, a whole bag of chips and salsa, campfire, and dance music. Crazy!), etc.
Fires and Visitors:
I was always sure to prevent all these projects from distracting me from my paid job: to keep
an eye on the forest. At the beginning of the season, I set a looped 15-minute timer on my
watch to ensure that I stopped what I was doing and took a careful look around at least that
often. By mid-June, the habit had become ingrained, and I no longer needed the reminder.
Also, while planning my Tower Syllabus, I kept in mind that the duties of my job would
prevent me from sticking to it as strictly as I would have liked. For my classes, I would
reserve Thursdays for Catch-Up/Review, so that it would not be a loss if they were
interrupted.
Sundays:
The beginning of my work week (I worked Sunday to Thursday). I took this as a working
Sabbath day, completely unstructured. This was key, I think, to keeping the rigor of the rest
of the week enjoyable. Not only is it important to make room for impulse in the daily
routine, but it is also important on the scale of the week. Days off cannot substitute for this;
each week must also have a work day that is different than the other work days. I would
usually spend Sunday reading as much as I wanted, playing as much music as I could,
planning my long-term project goals for the week, and planning adventures for my
upcoming days off.
Overtime:
If I was ever asked to work overtime in the tower, I strictly reserved that time for leisure and
whatever-I-wanted-to-do. So, not only was I paid more, I got paid more to do more
enjoyable tower things. This was crucial to lasting well in the tower after already putting 40
hours in it over the week. This also made the most sense, considering that I am only asked
to work overtime when fire activity is very high, meaning that during overtime, I must be
exceptionally vigilant.
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Seasonal Variation:
My season was divided quite conveniently into thirds:
The first and longest, was from the season’s start (early May) to the end of June (when
Katie arrived). Here I had the chance to feel I had earned the right to call myself a Lookout:
surviving the first few weeks of blizzards, living ascetically on very low grocery bills and high
weekly running mileage, facing and overcoming the empty hours in the tower, facing and
overcoming my technological estrangement, facing and overcoming loneliness, and facing
and dealing with a major transition in my life.
The solitude was (is) real, and inescapable by design. I was most aware of it when I would
try to call in the morning weather, and find that my voice was not working; I had not used it
since checking in the day before. The above daily routine is most representative of this
section of the season, during which I had zero familiar visitors and relied the most on the
strict routine to help me through solitude and isolation. It was a time of adjustment. And,
as I always do in new places, I put a lot of pressure on myself to live it “right” and real cheap
too. This tends to result in me doubting that I’m spending my time “well enough”, and not
treating myself well enough. This, of course, results in misgivings. But this pattern was
relatively mild this summer.
The second section of my season was July, in which Katie lived with me, and which
culminated in visits from my parents, Kevin Hobbs (a friend from my first years at
Sewanee), and Bran Potter (a Sewanee geology professor). Here Katie and I had our first
chance to spend substantial time together away from the context of Sewanee, and we were
eager to see how we would do. We were also eager to face, and hopefully overcome, the
challenges to a relationship classically posed by firetower life (constant togetherness,
absolute isolation, having no other source of entertainment or diversion except each other,
etc.). Adjusting my routine in this second section was a challenge, and I was surprised at
how entrenched I had clearly become in it. But the adjustments were ultimately painless:
instead of running before “work”, I would run during (I was allotted 30 minutes of on-theclock Physical Training each day); I would do my torso circuit and pushups up in the tower;
and I moved my academic periods all into the afternoon, so that I could be more flexible
about coming down from the tower sporadically in the morning to see Katie. A few things
did not change: mainly, sticking to my academic syllabi and keeping up with the Bill Wood
Project. Katie would study Statistics with me, as well as read with me in the tower, and we
enjoyed many mornings of eating popcorn and watching DVDs up here. She, of course, was
a wonderful, wonderful companion, and very understanding of the inflexible aspects of my
routine. I felt, and still do feel, that protecting “productive” periods in my schedule makes it
all the more easier to relax at other times. Without getting something done occasionally, it is
hard for me ever to enjoy doing nothing. One works in order to relax. Vice versa, too.
The third section, August to early September, was typified by dealing with renewed
aloneness, wrapping up all my projects from the season, “catching up on my life”, and
enjoying visits from friends nearly every weekend. Here I was faced with a decision: I could
continue doing the above routine as I had done the entire season -- chipping away at
projects, occasionally finishing one, but for the most part keeping the work more “busying”
than productive -- or I could push a little, and really walk away from the tower with a lot of
projects wrapped up, packaged, and able to be shelved. I chose the latter, and I rocked it. I
9
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forsook my afternoon runs in exchange for productivity time. But after sunset I would still
make sure I made cookie dough, played music, and watch movies in Spanish regularly. The
first week of August, I basically re-wrote the Oceania book. The second week, I revised and
finalized four essays about whales I had been poking at all summer. The third week, with
Jason visiting, I re-recorded all my whale songs and recorded some new ones, including
“Baby Beluga” (the educational version), “River Dolphin Rap” (it really is as cool as it
sounds), the “Whale-BC’s”, and “Grey Whale Lullaby”. In the fourth week I organized and
assembled all my homestead economics notes into a companion series composed of 7 short
volumes. The first week of September was “Assembly Week,” in which I wrapped up all of
my summer projects, prepared them for online-printing, and prepared for the move to San
Diego and the all-absorbing lifestyle of grad-school.
Also, at the beginning of this third section, I had a revelation. It was right after Katie left,
and I was doing ridiculous and silly things to keep happy and distracted: sleeping outside
every night, climbing trees impulsively, and sleeping up in the tower, time lapsing, etc. I
began feeling very Alive, if you know what I mean, more on-my-toes and into-it than I had
been in years, so different than the near-numbness to which I have resigned myself since
graduation. My realization: To live an extraordinary life, you must live extraordinarily -- in
the day to day. The attitude must be inspired by action. It seems painfully obvious, but
somehow I had forgotten. To Be, you must Do accordingly. I am indebted to the tower for
reminding me. Here’s to Life on Your Own Terms.
Conclusion
If it seems like I did not give myself enough unstructured time in my routine, I offer two
qualifications: 1) maybe you are right, and, 2) keep in mind that it is more difficult to
“report” on Doing Nothing.
Maybe you will take my word for it that I truly savored the quiet, still, timeless moments of
this job: running through the sunrise, the nights around my fire-ring with my guitar, sitting
in the morning’s silence with a cup of coffee, being struck dumb by the haunting choruses of
Hermit thrushes in June’s purple gloaming, the deep, well-rested breaths before sitting up in
bed each morning, those afternoon naps with Katie, the late evening walks through aspen
thickets, the breath-taken sunsets every single night (138 of them, in all), star-struck
“sleepovers” up in the tower, waking up early to see the sunrise over the forest, bird-walks
on the forest’s eastern rim, pre-dawn drives to the lodge for coffee or diner breakfasts,
throwing paper airplanes out the tower windows, racing myself up the tower steps (season
record: 35.54 seconds), climbing trees, smelling ponderosa bark, going out at night to take a
leak underneath the stars (“now, that’s the life for me”), driving out to the rim with a beer to
watch the sun set over the canyon, enjoying ice cream and hot chocolate with Katie on cool
July nights, going on more than two runs on a day just so I can see all the Lupine in bloom
again down in Lookout Canyon, watching the waterdogs loiter above Oquer Canyon in
May’s early mornings, sitting frightened but awestruck as hour-long hailstorms roar over the
tower, marveling at the cumulonimbus billowing up before your eyes, no time-lapse needed,
hooting and hollering at the show of lightning over the canyon, feeling the ironic peace of
summer storms fill me to the brim, huddling next to the woodstove on August mornings,
gawking at the aerobatics of violet-green swallows swirling around your windows, lying in
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the grass in Dry Park meadow in the late afternoon, wondering at the howling winds that
churn the canopy into a swashing, raging green sea…
That, to me, is the amazing thing about this job: no matter to what degree you can make
yourself buckle down, you still have all the time in the world. You could not be “too busy”
if you tried. Whatever you want out of this life, you have the time for it. It is up to you.
The only thing stopping you is yourself. The world is prostrate before you, as far as you can
see. You can’t help but look; the question is what you will glean.
So I would argue: This job is not perfect for those who crave no responsibility. It is not for
those who need to do nothing. Rather, it is for those who need to do what they want. It is for
those who are able to make the most of the world-at-their-feet, who do not take time, or
space, or life for granted, who enjoy a season lived – not without terms – but on terms of their
own.
This summer has been a dream come true. It was a dream that was ripe for the picking, and
I was fortunate to be able to harvest it when the timing was right. Moreover, it came after a
spring in which, time and again it seemed, I was vindicated for being a dreamer: the chance
to see the blue whales of Chile, getting an article published, acceptance to Scripps,
acceptance to this lookout position, etc. I spent much of the summer reflecting on how
extremely blessed I have been, how very lucky I have been, and how extraordinary it is to be
able to lead an extraordinary life.
Having realized this dream, I only feel encouraged to dream even more. To dream bigger,
broader, and with more enthusiasm. For in deciding to be one -- a dreamer -- we must not
expect ever to exhaust our dreams. Sure, list them if you want. Check them off with pride.
But do not expect the list ever to decrease. You must never finish it. You can’t. It is a
positive feedback loop, and dreams are ever renewable. What happens to a dream fulfilled?
Each one brought to fruition inevitably bears the seeds of a dozen others. As Mandela said,
reaching the top of one hill only makes you see how many more there are to climb. He was
speaking about duty and justice, of course, but he could have been talking about firetowers,
or less specifically, about our vision, our ambitions, or hopes. Being a dreamer is a lifestyle.
It is not a bucket list.
When facing those years of accelerated growing-up, there is nothing as valuable as the
chance to learn how to live with yourself -- and yourself alone -- be it your best self, your
truest self, or the self you are working towards. Taking that chance, and doing what you can
with it, is a towering blessing. At such a biographical juncture, it can even be more
empowering than the accumulation of “worth”, “wealth”, or “well-being.” It is the
knowledge that “I can,” the assurance that “I have,” and the thrilling satisfaction that “I
loved it.”
I hope, someday to do it again.
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Appendix I: Things Done
New Revisions
Oceania in Time-Lapse, 2nd edition. (50,000 words)
At Surface Dwell: Lessons from Lamalera & Its Whales, the “legal” edition. (50,000 words)
Songs, Summer 2011, 2nd edition. (245 pages)
Flavor Favors the Bold: A Cookbook (88 pages)
A Hiker’s Companion to Grand Canyon’s Geology. (28 pages)
Papers (1,500 – 5,000 words each)
“Bubble Net”, in press at The Spyhopper
“The Case for Deifying the Blue Whale”, in press at Dolphin & Whale Magazine
“Encounters with Ultimacy: Dispatches from a Blue Whale Feeding Ground,” submitted.
“The Geology of Whales,” submitted.
“Regeneration failure on a Georgia barrier island, USA” (second author), submitted.
“The Great God Debate of 2011”, with Jesse Schupack. First four exchanges completed.
Videos of Presentations
“Whales in Fjords: Two Case Studies”
“17,506 Islands: An Indonesia Picture Show”
“The Student Tidal Wave Preparation Committee Task Force Group”
“Whales of the Mediterranean”
Reference
Statistics Lexicon.
Lexicon of Descriptive Physical Oceanography.
Study Guides for Calculus, Physics, Physical Oceanography, & Spanish Grammar.
Basic Car Maintenance.
Permaculture Notes.
Collections
The Bill Wood Project (see above), 511 pages.
The Joe Brew Anthology, 34 pages.
The Legend of Darrell Garrett, 26 pages.
The Lookout Reader, 42 pages.
Correspondence, Summer 2011. 80 pages.
Electric Love Letters, Summer 2010 – Summer 2011. 308 pages.
2011 Fire Season Report: Eric at Dry Park Tower (this report)
Keen Cooperative Extension Services (KCES)
Homestead Economics, Vol. I: Homestead Design, 63 pages.
Homestead Economics, Vol. II: Compost & Vermiculture, 43 pages
Homestead Economics, Vol. III: Growing Companion (Planting, Care, Harvest, Storage), 55 pages
Homestead Economics, Vol. IV: Vegetable Growing Profiles, by Species, 92 pages.
Homestead Economics, Vol. V: Herb Handbook, 43 pages.
Homestead Economics, Vol. VI: Raising Animals, 43 pages.
Homestead Economics, Vol. VII: Hearth, Grain, & Orchard, 27 pages.
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Running
Averaged 30 miles per work week, with longer runs on weekends.
Music
Recorded new whale songs, and re-recorded all original whale songs (18 total).
Live at Dry Park: The Firetower Sessions, a music album (1 original, 3 parodies, 10 covers).
Books Read (n = 44)
Black Sun, by Ed Abbey
Desert Solitaire, by Ed Abbey
Fire on the Rim, by Stephen J. Pyne
The Man Who Walked Through Time, by Colin Fletcher
Standing Watch: The Firetowers of Arizona, by Eileen Moore
The Lookout Cookbook, a collection by Firetower Lookouts
Hiking the Grand Canyon’s Geology
Steep Trails, by John Muir
John Muir: His Life and Letters, 800 p, edited by William Frederick Bade
Ghost Wars: A History of the CIA in Afghanistan,, 700 p
Encounters with the Archdruid, by John McPhee
Permaculture, 800 p, by Bill Mollison
Container Gardening
The Indoor Gardener
Ed Smith’s The Vegetable Gardener’s Container Bible
The Backyard Homestead, from Storey Publishing
Under the Banner of Heaven, by Jon Krakauer
The 2nd John McPhee Reader
John Muir’s Wild America
One Life at a Time, Please, by Ed Abbey
Fire Season: Field notes from a wilderness lookout, by Philip Connors
Broken Wings, by Khalil Gibran
Confessions of a Barbarian, by Ed Abbey
The Fate of Africa, 700 p, by Martin Meredith
The Heyday of Natural History, by Lynn Barber
Backcountry, by Gary Snyder
The Mountains of California, by John Muir
The Art of the Commonplace, by Wendell Berry
Harry Potter Series (Books 1 through 7), by J.K. Rowling
Schaum’s Outline of Calculus
The Analysis of Biological Data, by Whitlock and Schluter
Physical Oceanography, by Rod Stewart (2008)
Calculus-Based Physics, from University of Wisconsin
Introduction to Forest Ecosystem Science and Management, by Young & Giese
In Spanish:
Winny Puh, by A.A. Milne
Harry Potter y las Reliquias de la Muerte, by J.K. Rowling
Harry Potter y el Caliz de Fuego, by J.K Rowling
I Explain a Few Things: Selected Poems, by Pablo Neruda
13
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Appendix II: Weekends
I tried to make the most of them.
May
1st: Drove out to the forest from Sewanee, met up with Will Watson in the Kaibab forest for
a reunion camp out, then checked in for my first day of work.
2nd: 14-mile hike in Bryce Canyon, drive through Zion, and visit to Hurricane and Colorado
City.
3rd: Bad weather, had only one good day: 15-mile “running camp” at the North Rim, up to
see North Rim Tower (Ed Abbey’s old lookout), down to Supai Tunnel on the North
Kaibab Trail, and out on the Walhalla Plateau.
4th: Zion Running camp! 31 miles in two days, sleeping in southwestern desert, and set a
record time up Angel’s Landing: 31 minutes from Bridge to tip of Angel’s Landing.
June
1st: Worked overtime both days to monitor the prescribed burn at Stina.
2nd: Hiked down for an overnight at Bright Angel campground and a swim in the Colorado.
(see stories)
3rd: Rim to Rim to Rim run, 44 miles. Started exactly at sunrise and finished exactly at
sundown. (see stories)
4th: Grand Staircase Escalante, Vermilion Cliffs, Lake Powell.
July
1st: Katie went to Colorado, so I went to “The Wave”, an Aeolian sandstone mecca in
Vermillion Cliffs.
2nd: Katie and I do a backcountry hike on Zion’s west rim trail, then to Bryce Canyon for a
morning walk, then to all-you-can-eat pizza buffet!
3rd: Katie was sick, so we did not go through with our plan of hiking rim to rim to rim over
two nights. Instead, we swam in Lake Powell and watched Harry Potter 7 not once, but
twice, in Page!
4th: Mom and Dad visit! Point Imperial, Cape Royal, Zion, Crazy Jug Point for sunset!
5th: Kevin Hobbs visits, Bran Potter visits, and Katie leaves.
August
1st: Recuperation weekend: Coffee at Kaibab Lodge, laundry at Jacob station, cookie from
Jacob Lake inn, an afternoon in Kaibab Library, and HP7 again!
2nd: 14-mile hike out on Powell Plateau to Dutton Point, staying overnight at Swamp Point.
3rd: Jason here, we check out Western Legends, camp at Crazy Jug, have an immense time.
4th: Elspeth here, we hike down and sleep by Thunder River.
September
1st: Wrap up Assembly Week tasks at North Rim campground Wi-Fi hotspot, then Kevin
Hobbs and Rachel Daly come; we do a day hike out to Dutton Point on Powell Plateau.
2nd: Close of Business. Drive to San Diego with dad, fly home.
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Appendix III: Stories

My first week at the tower
The phone in the tower gave me trouble from day one. It would work sporadically the first
week or two, then was entirely out of commission for the entire season. Actually, they fixed
the phones ten days before I had to leave.
But in that first week my mom was trying to call me in the tower, and she somehow got
connected to the Williams dispatch office. They asked her what she wanted, and she said,
“Oh, it’s nothing. My son is a lookout at Dry Park tower, and I’m just trying to figure out
how to get a hold of him.”
When I checked back in service after lunch, I gave my weather update, and Williams
dispatch responded (and this was broadcast over the entire North Rim repeater network;
every one heard this):
“Williams copy, and also, Dry Park, we have a message for you…Please call your mother.”

Watching the seasons turn
May: Waves of snow and sleet, drifts lingering stubbornly in thickets and under the eaves.
No bugs at all, dry air, almost no fire danger whatsoever. Aspen are naked, and the fire crew
and forest are both getting under way. Yellow-rumped warblers and woodpeckers abound.
Stellar jays very abundant.
June: A dry and cloudless month. At first chilly and winy, then slowly more tame and
radiant and hot. Hardly any rain. The violet green swallows come out. In early to mid June,
you’ll hear your first Hermit thrush, right about when the aspen start to bud. On the solstice
you’ll get your first mosquito and notice flies in the port-o-John, and it starts to be perfect
weather for sleeping outside. The June winds! The last week of June, the pollen flares up in
absurd amounts, and the puffs are easily mistaken as smokes. Also by late June, you start
receiving steady visits from the public. Ants begin crawling around the forest floor in
abundance, making it difficult to enjoy reading outside. Early June is the perfect time for
reading while leaning up against a ponderosa trunk. Take advantage of the window. Savor it.
July: the first weeks brings the first lightning, as well as the first wave of flying ants. Flies
become a problem in the Porto-John; literally hundreds in there. The moths start trying to
get inside the trailer. Pollen-haze plagues the first week and a half, the grass of the forest
floor enters a growth spurt too. Flowers bloom with the rains. The yellow-rumps and
woodpeckers are gone, and the hermit thrushes are out in force. The violet-green swallows
are like a dizzying cloud around the tower windows, an absolute thrill to watch. You’ll have
cloudy, cool days perfect for walks, interrupted by short bouts of fly-infested hot days. The
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roads get wash-boarded again. July is the month of flowers and fertility in the Kaibab. The
second week, you start to see squirrels and chipmunks becoming real active, even the
occasional porcupine. Ostentatious metallic-green long-horned beetles start trapping
themselves in the rain gauge. The July display of storms, clouds, sunsets, and afternoon
thunder symphonies is beautiful, relaxing, sedating. If it is dry for long enough stretches
amid the monsoons, flying ants will make fleeting waves of appearances. In mid-July, you
start seeing your first western tanagers around the tower, and Lake Powell gets perfect for
swimming. By late July, the Hermit thrushes have moved on and they are sorely missed. It
is perfect weather for flying paper airplanes from out the windows of the tower. Flight
conditions are perfect.
August: Late July and early August is largely windless. The Lupine is spectacular, purple
blooms everywhere. Days get hotter and hotter in August, and by the final weeks you start
getting true monsoon weather: dry lightning, frightening hailstorms, etc. Swainson’s hawks
start riding the thermals around the tower, and the fire season gets too busy. The number of
bees only increase, giving the forest an ominous, ambient buzz. They continue crowding
around water sources, invading your personal space when you’re peeing, flying up your
shorts sometimes.

Weekends
2nd weekend in June, excerpted from letter to parents:
“My weekend hike down to the Colorado River and back was very nice. I’m sore today, but
I think I’ll heal up quick. It’s a 14-mile hike from the north rim down to the river, 1.2 miles
in elevation loss/gain…
“When I was down at my campsite in the canyon, a man came up to me and asked me if I
had found an iPhone on the trail. I said No, then he said someone said I had been lingering
around his pack up on the trail and that I might have taken the phone out of it. I said No
again, and he looked at my with suspicion and walked away. A few minutes later, a ranger
came up to me and interrogated me and asked to search my pack. When he learned I
worked for the fire crew, he got a lot nicer. Then, an hour later, the man came back to me
and apologized profusely; he had found his phone deep in his pack and felt really bad for
accusing me and having the ranger search me, and he insisted I join his group for dinner. I
said “Sure!” It turns out he was with a guided group, which always has good dinners, and we
ate Spanish rice, guacamole, quesadillas, and beans, and they kept insisting that I eat more
and more, and I did. They were all very nice, and actually from Wildwood, FL. I had a great
time.”
3rd weekend in June:
“I wake up at 3 and go for the rim-to-rim-to-rim. It was one the longest days of physical
trial in my memory. I think it rivals the final days of the Canada ride (it’s hard to tell, cause
in Canada I couldn’t tell where fatigue ended and butt pain began). But I underestimated my
nutrient needs, and had bonked before I had reached the far rim. I ate a huge lunch and
stocked up on energy bars for the run back, but the day, which was designed to be a “Hear
me roar!” kind of experience, became a challenging test of strategic survival. If my heart rate
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got above a certain level, I would start feeling light headed and dizzy – so I had to pace
myself very carefully, and I kept repeating to myself, “Slow and steady, slow and steady, hang
in there, hang in there.” Slow and steady is hard for me in hiking, since I’m used to not every
feeling maxed out. It became a great mental challenge. But eventually I made it, at 8pm,
back to my car, during a beautiful sunset. I did all 44 miles, and had ran 27 miles of it before
I fell apart. Like I said, it’s out of my system now, I’m glad I did it, and I won’t want to do
anything like that again for a while. But I will do it again.”

My one radio prank
It took almost the whole season to work up the nerve for this meager prank, but finally, on
September 4th, I went through with it:
[Calling in service for the morning, like I always do:]
“Williams, Dry Park Tower.”
“Dry Park Tower, Williams, go ahead.”
“In service, with weather: I have 55% cloud cover, temperature 63 degrees, RH 37%,
Visibility Fair, and 0 Sasquatch. Good morning.”
[A 10-second pause.]
“Uh, Dry Park Tower, you’re in service with weather, temperature 63 degrees, RH 37%, fair
visibility, and, uh, 0 precipitation, good morning.”
“Good morning, and that was 55% cloud cover. Dry Park Tower clear.”

Pranks I would like to do someday:

~ Call Williams, and then imitate yourself as Williams and proceed to have a conversation
with yourself.
~ Update Williams on how you are feeling, on your hopes, fears and dreams. “Williams, this
is Dry Park Tower, I’m feeling real good today. On top of my game.” Or, “Williams, Dry
Park Tower. What does it all mean?” Or, “Williams, Dry Park Tower. I could use a
shoulder to cry on.”
~ Curse profusely over the radio. After Williams copies your morning weather report,
respond: “Dry Park Tower. Fuck yeah!”
~ Call in a “Sasquatch-Flash”: “Williams, I have a large, brown Sasquatch, azimuth 163
degrees, 54 minutes, in the vicinity of Dry Park meadow, 1 mile away, and, be advised, it
looks ornery.”

Visitors
A fire lookout once said, “Solitude, when controlled and voluntary, is good for the soul.”
The problem is, you have no control over visits from the public. This is why another
lookout wrote, “The only time my heart sinks is when hikers show up.” Likewise, I truly
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despised visits.10 This was particularly acute in my first few weeks, as I was establishing
territorial sentiments toward the tower and trying to accustom myself to solitude (it is easier
to deal with aloneness when it is absolute; subtle or merely immoderate isolation is much
more devious to reckon with).
Receiving the public is, however, one of the main reasons lookouts are still kept in service;
the act as the “face” of the Forest Service, a nod to a simpler and more rugged era, and as
such administrators want to see as many people visiting the towers as possible. In many
ways, this was the most important aspect of my job. Nonetheless, I loathed it. I didn’t take
this job to meet people.
That said, I would average only two cars of visitors per week, so I had it pretty nice. The
tower at Jacob Lake, by contrast, averages more than 12 visitors a day.11
Just last Sunday, during Labor Day weekend, and the start of my final week at the tower, I
receive 19 visitors. Nineteen. In a single day. That’s almost a fifth of total visitations for
the season (total: 116). I was in no mood.
An interesting fact: the only non-American visitor I had was a lone Swiss man, a mountain
biker, wanting information about the Rainbow Rim trail (July 31st). Every other visitor was
Caucasian American-born.
Occasionally, polygamist families from the Fundamentalist Church of Jesus Christ of LatterDay Saints, the Colorado City branch, would visit the tower. The all had big pick up trucks;
the wives were in the cab, and the kids were all sitting on long benches in the beds. It would
take three or more trips up the stairs for all the kids to have a turn here in the cab with me.
They were all very friendly. One windy day, a polygamist family surprised me up here;
because of the wind, I did not hear them approach or feel them climbing the tower. I was
reading Krakauer’s Under the Banner of Heaven, and had to hide it real quick as they clambered
into the cab. One day, a trio of Colorado City men came to visit the tower, and each of
them had guns on their hips, with belts of ammunition strung across their chest. Civilian
firearms are not allowed in government facilities, but I wasn’t about to ask them to leave. It
was the only time I felt uncomfortable with visitors up here.
The two most memorable comments from visitors:
“Oh, I wish I could just stay up here and talk to you all day! You must be so lonely for
visitors.”
“Wow, you’ve even got windows.”12
10

Visits from strangers, that is. Visits from friends, family or loved ones were enthusiastically welcomed. They
would make my weeks, my months.
11 But the lookout there loves it; in fact, he was transferred from Dry Park tower to Jacob tower years ago
because he could not handle the solitude. He often sends visitors my way; I think he thinks he’s doing me a
favor.
12 This comment really through me for a loop. It haunted me for days. What could he have possibly been
thinking about fire towers to say this?
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The Cabin Debacle
When I began the season, I was living in a trailer. I could not stand up straight in it, and it
had no toilet; they provided me with a port-o-John outside. My first two weeks, I found two
dead mice in the trailer. Mice droppings everywhere. The water they provided me was
undrinkable (much too much chlorine; it irritated my skin when I tried to bathe), and the
trailer’s water tank could only hold about 1.5 showers-worth of water at a time. The shower
was maybe 6 ft tall (I am 6’8”), and 2.5’ x 4’ in dimension. It was a squeeze. But despite all
this, it was pleasant enough: there was a furnace, the bed was big, etc., and I certainly was
not picky.
To my delight, I soon learned that the old cabin under the tower was scheduled to be
renovated, and that it should be ready for me to move into by the end of June. This was
perfect, because that was when Katie was going to arrive. Two people in that trailer would
be tight, and it would just be nice to have a cabin for me. If one is not going anywhere,
there is simply something depressing about living in a house that is aerodynamic and has
axles -- especially if it’s sitting right next to a perfectly hospitable cabin. There’s something
about a cabin.
So for much of June, construction crews were working steadily on the cabin. It was a treat
to watch their progress. By mid-June, bugs were also starting to come out in the forest, and
the trailer was getting less and less pleasant. The port-o-John was becoming impossible.
There were literally of flies in there at any one time; you could hear their collective roar from
inside my trailer. Mice also returned to the trailer, and the funk of their living habits became
overpowering. Then, the week before Katie arrived, the yellow-jackets hatched and took
over the forest. Their main prey, flies, drew them into the port-o-John, and as the fly
population was decimated, the bee population compounded. Pooping became a great risk.
That same week, I learned that the cabin would not be ready for a few more weeks; they had
apparently ordered a new-fangled incinerating toilet, the “Incinolet”, which burns your
poop, allowing you to spread your ashes sustainably around the forest. Problem was, these
toilets have to be ordered far in advance, and probably would not arrive for another three
weeks. I was exasperated. “Can’t I move in there and still poop in the port-a-John?” I
asked. They answered: “Well, the water tank is back-ordered too, so you wouldn’t have any
running water in there. Or gas.” “Nah, that’s OK,” I sighed. “I’ll just wait the three weeks.”
So Katie came and we made due. The bees became worse. They also got thirsty, and started
using my water tank and the trailer’s as springs. Which made retrieving water a risky
business. And with two people in there, we had to fill the tank every few days (as long as we
kept showers to a minimum).
Three weeks came and went. No Incinolet. No construction workers had been by at all.
Then, the last week of July, Katie last at the tower, my boss called me and told me to get
ready; the Incinolet was coming the next day, and this afternoon the administrators were
coming to give official approval on the renovation. I was very excited, and I started packing
my things. The officials came and went. But the next day, no Incinolet came. Nor the day
after. Nor the week after.
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Katie left. The bees got so bad that I had to start pooping in the woods. The mouse stink
was unbearable.
The next weekend, the contracted plumber, who had come in late June to install the
Incinolet only to find out it had not arrived, was called in again to install the toilet. But
guess what – again, the Incinolet wasn’t here! The Forest Service had him drive out 8 hours
from Lake Havasu City to install that thing, and it wasn’t even here for him to install. The
plumber told me it would be here on Tuesday. Yeah, right.
But as it turned out, the Incinolet actually did come on the second Tuesday in August. A
construction worker spent the morning installing it, and during lunch I went to ask him if
this meant I could move in to the cabin. “Well,” he said, “the toilet’s here, but it’s missing a
piece. They say it will be shipped in next week.”
Next Tuesday, the week Jason was visiting, the Incinolet piece came in, the water tank was
installed, the gas switched over from the trailer to the cabin, and all of a sudden I found
myself living in a house with no wheels. A month and a half later than planned, and with
only three weeks left in the season.
The gas wasn’t working in the cabin, but I didn’t care. We cooked on the woodstove and
had a wonderful time. It is the most glorious cabin in the world. I can stand up straight in
it, even stretch my arms above my head and not touch the ceiling, and my living quarters are
way less aerodynamic than they used to be. I can stand up in the shower too. And the water
tank feeds right into the cabin’s plumbing, so I never have to worry about filling tanks again.
A week later, they repaired the gas stove. They even fixed the phones last week, which I had
reported as broken my first day on the job.
Last week, they towed away the trailer and the port-o-John. Apparently there was a yellowjacket hive inside the ventilation shaft of the trailer. I stepped into the trailer the morning it
was towed away, and the trailer’s linoleum was literally layered with dead yellow-jackets.
So, for two glorious weeks, my life here has been fully functional. It was the firetower life I
had always dreamed of. Tomorrow morning I pack up for the season.
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Appendix IV: Smokes

Although I tried just as hard as any lookout, it took me four months – almost the entire
season – to call in my first real fire. It was not until my penultimate week at the tower that I
finally called it in: a fire “of my own” – i.e., a smoke that the fire crews did not yet know
about.
But I sure did try. Throughout the season, I called in more than a dozen fires. Problem was,
for all but the last two, I shouldn’t have. The result was usually confusion, embarrassment,
and a waste of Forest Service resources. It got to the point that, when I did see a smoke,
instead of the thrill and adrenaline one might expect, my heart would sink, and I’d usually
mutter some profanities.
My second week at the tower, I see a small smoke rise up just a half-mile from my tower,
along the main forest service road. My heart begins racing. This is it: my first fire. I practice
my smoke report five times before calling it in. But just as I do so, an engine drives down
the road and sees it too. The smoke is from a fuel pile13 they had lit earlier in the spring, and
the strong winds of the day before have caused it to flare up. The fire is out within the hour.
Two weeks later I’m on my morning run, which is on the road that runs alongside these
piles, and I see flames in one of the piles. I sprint back to the tower and call in the smoke.
But it rains later that morning, and the fire is contained before the engines even get there.
The third weekend in June was the last weekend I’d be alone before Katie came. So my plan
for Friday was to run from rim to rim to rim in the Grand Canyon – a 44-mile trip, with
12,000 feet of elevation gain. I was nervous about it, but knew that I had to get the idea out
of my system. I also knew it would be a good last hoorah before this stage of my Firetower
experience comes to a close. So Thursday night I was really pumped about the coming
morning, and I was planning on getting to bed right after sunset (I was going to wake up at 3
am to start the run). So I walked up my tower to watch the sunset, looked behind me, and
saw a smoke. It looked like one of the burn piles alongside the forest road had flared up
again (They just won’t go out, it seems, and they really flare up after high winds, which we
had had earlier that day). So I brought my handheld and biked out to the smoke to see what
it looked like. The fire had spread from the ground pile and was engulfing a thicket of
ponderosa saplings, covering almost a quarter acre. “Yikes!” I said, and tried to radio it in.
Dispatch didn’t answer (they go off the clock at 6pm). So I broadcast across all channels,
asking if anyone, anywhere, was monitoring the radio. No response. “Maybe my handheld
isn’t working,” I thought. So I ran back up my tower and used the tower radio. No
response, on any channel. Normal operating procedure is that I call someone on the phone

13

Fuel piles are tee-pee-like piles of debris that fire crews collect from the forest floor and burn in a controlled
manner at the beginning and end of the fire season. It is a way of removing fuel from the forest so that, when
fires do occur, they are less intense.
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– but of course, my phone is not working (they did not fix it until my second-to-last week at
the tower).
So I take down azimuths, bearings, smoke descriptions and all that, and do the only thing I
can do: drive to the nearest fire station, 45 minutes away, to talk to the fire crew in person. I
get there (it’s pitch dark by now), and there’s no one at the station! They’ve all been called
away to the huge fire in eastern Arizona (the Walla Fire, the state’s largest in recent history).
I get into the engine hangers and use the radios there to try and contact someone again. No
one answers. There’s no landline there either. So I get in my car and drive to the next
nearest station, another 30 minutes away. I get there, find a crewman in the laundry room,
and tell him about the smoke. He seems nonplussed until I tell him it’s almost a quarter
acre. We go and wake up the station boss, who is asleep in his bed. While he’s looking up at
me from under the covers, bleary eyed, I tell him everything I saw and why I couldn’t just
call someone. He mutters, “Thanks,” puts on his pants, and makes a phone call. Boy, was it
awkward. I drive back to the tower and get there by 11:30. Driving by the fire, I see that it
had crept up a dead tree. Sparks were spurting all over the place. Engines arrive a couple
hours later and deal with it. But again, this fire is not mine – the fire crews started it.
The next Wednesday, I call in another smoke. It turns out it was the prescribed burn they
did a few weeks back. Like the piles, it had flared up in the high winds we've been having.
I’m getting uncomfortable; I feel like I am tattling on the fire crew each time I call in a
smoke.
Early July. It was Katie’s first day with me at the tower, and it was also the day fire season
decided to flare up. We were up in the tower after lunch, looking at pictures from her time
on Gil Island, when I suddenly heard a lot of urgent traffic on the radio. I had just scanned
for fires about 15 minutes ago, but, just to be sure, I give another quick look around --- only
to see a huge smoke directly behind me. A ridge was blocking the bottom of the fire, but it
looked like it couldn’t have been more than six miles away – this meant that a patrol must
have called it in; with a fire that size, I should have spotted that thing long before that. I felt
horrible, absolutely wretched. I called into dispatch, confirming shamefully that I had a
visual on the fire. They responded cordially, not sounding frustrated, which was odd to me;
clearly I had dropped the ball here. Maybe dispatch was just being relentlessly cordial, as
they always are.
But listening to the radio traffic, it soon became clear that the fire everyone was discussing
was far away, near Fredonia. Could it be that there were two fires, and no one knew about
the one I was seeing? I requested a “legal” (the coordinates) for the fire, and what they gave
me didn’t seem to line up with what I was seeing. So, again, I freaked out: I must be
looking at a different fire, one no one but me knew about it, and it was getting bigger, and I
had already called in to say I had seen the other one. Ashamed of myself, I called in and
explained that I was mistaken, and that I had instead a new fire in view. They immediately
released two patrol crews, a fire engine, and even a helicopter to investigate my sighting.
An hour passed, and no one could find the fire I had called in! The helicopter couldn’t find
it either. It finally dawned on me what I had done: The smoke I was seeing was the smoke
off the Fredonia fire, after all, and my azimuth on it didn’t line up because I was only seeing
the upper section of the smoke column, which had been blown way east from its origin
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before it became visible above the plateau. And, due to my complete lack of experience (and
in-grown incompetence), I had misestimated my distance from the fire by over 25 miles. So,
even if I count it all up, I’m still not sure how many mistakes I made in total. But there were
plenty. A series of rookie mistakes piled on top of rookie mistakes. That’s the thing about
these smoke reports. It usually takes me a couple days to sort out what actually happened,
how exactly I went wrong, and what the hell is going on. It was doubly embarrassing to
fumble like that in front of Katie, too, on her first day at the tower.
The next incident: mid-July. There was a single snag that had been struck by lightning just
down the hill from my tower, but it was so close I couldn’t see it; the very tip of a ridge was
just blocking my view. An engine on patrol stumbled upon it and put it out real quick. If
distance is any indicator, that fire should have been mine.
Next: the first week of August, mid-morning one day, I call in a smoke. Knowing that I
tend to underestimate my distances, I decide to multiply my estimate by 150% before calling
it in. It turns out my original guess was spot-on. Oy. I am no good at that distance game.
And, of course, it was a fire they already knew about, just 8 miles from me, and they hadn’t
bothered to tell me. (This was the third time that has happened, and each time I send some
poor engine on a wild good chase for hours, only to find that I didn’t have to make an ass of
myself to begin with, if only someone had filled me in. Communication with my tower, in
general, doesn’t seem to be a priority.)
By August, my streak for superfluous smoke reports was getting impressive, in a pathetic
sort of way. Just when I think I have exhausted all possible ways to foible my remedially
basic duties…
It is the Tuesday of August’s second week. For the last few weeks, I’ve been watching two
fires to my south: the Point Fire (at Point Sublime) and the Tipover Fire (in Tipover
Canyon). When I first spotted these a few weeks back, I called them in and sent engines on
wild goose chases, only to find (of course) that the Park Service already knew about those
fires and hadn’t told me. So I have a history with these fires. Well, on Tuesday, I saw a
smoke between the Point and Tipover Fires. I thought, “Fuck.” But I had to call it in; it’s my
job.
So I do. And Dispatch is like, “Are you sure it’s not the Point Fire?” And I say, “I see the
Point Fire too, and this isn’t it.” And then they ask, “Are you sure this isn’t the Tipover
Fire?” And I say the same thing: “I see the Tipover Fire too, and this ain’t it”. So an engine
goes out looking for my smoke. Two hours pass and they haven’t found it yet, and the
smoke is getting really big.
Right before lunch, three things happen: First, I see another smoke, a fourth one, really tiny,
in between the three smokes. I decide not to call it in. Not until they’ve found this other
one; otherwise, it would be way too confusing. Second, I hear a scratchy report on the radio;
it sounds like a helicopter has found a smoke, and reports that it is just a single tree burning.
Third, my boss, David, shows up to check out what I am seeing.
As he’s climbing the tower, he says, “Looks like they found your smoke!” Knowing that my
smoke is way bigger than a single tree burning, I don’t say anything. I go down to lunch and
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he comes up to look around. After my burrito I return to the tower, and he says it took him
a while but he finally found all three smokes: The Tipover, the Point, and the one I called in.
This confused me because the smoke I called in was huge now, almost as big as the Point
Fire; it should not have taken long to find. I decide to mention the fourth smoke I’ve cited:
“I haven’t called it in yet, but I see a fourth smoke in there too. That tiny one, to the
right of Tipover. See it?”
“I thought that was the one you called in.”
“No, the one I called in is to the right of that; you know, that really big smoke next to
the Point Fire.”
“No, that’s part of the Point Fire. The Point Fire is spread along a thin peninsula of
the plateau. It has become really wide and is burning in two different columns now. I guess
someone should have told you that.”
“Oh. Then what fire did the helicopter spot?”
“That tiny one there, the one you called in.”
“But I –“
“Great job on that, by the way. I even had a hard time finding it. And way to be
persistent when dispatch was trying to convince you it was one of those other fires.”
“But I –“
“Well, I better be off. Good job today, Eric. Real good eye you got there.”
“Umm…”
Later that day, I get a call from the Ed, the FMO (Fire Management Officer, the head
hauncho of the North Zone crew). He calls me over the repeater, for all the forest radios to
pick up, congratulating me on spotting that fire. “Man, that’s really impressive. Glad to
know you’re keeping an eye on us up there.” After that, I get a call from the captain of
Engine 733, the one that had originally gone looking for the smoke I had called in. “Really
great job spotting that little snag. It took them hours to find it on the ground, I don’t know
how you saw that.” Others called to congratulate me too.
So: the smoke I originally called in was a mistake, and the one I chose not to call in would
have been my first fire, but I decided not to call it in, which was a mistake. And the first
natural wildfire I’m credited for spotting this season, I didn’t even spot. Even though I did.
It just doesn’t count.
On a Friday morning in August’s third week, my friend Jason and I go to the Kaibab Lodge
for a big diner breakfast, and from the lodge’s drive we see a lightning-caused smoke right
off the road near the lodge! It’s only 6am, so I figure this might be my chance to get
legitimate credit for a smoke. I call dispatch from a pay phone, but they already knew about
it. Damn!
The Sunday that Jason leaves, I’m up in the tower reading. I put down my book, and reach
for my binoculars to do a scan. Just as I pick them up, another tower in the forest calls in a
smoke only 6 miles from me. I use his bearing to see where the smoke should be, and using
binoculars I can see it puffing among the trees. Had I scanned three minutes earlier, that fire
would have been mine.
Finally, my final full week of the season, I call in my first fire. The “Crazy Fire,” and my
distance estimate was only half a mile off. I fist-pump and do my “Firefinder’s Jig,” which I
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had been practicing all summer but to date had yet to perform. I feel on top of the world
(more than fire lookouts generally do).
Later in the week, I successfully call in another! This time, my distance estimate was spot
on, literally within an eight of a mile. The “Aspen Fire”. About time. It took four months,
but I have finally got my “eye” in.
Tomorrow, I close up for the season.
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